
How to Measure a Horse for 
a Harness



Getting the right measurements 
of your horse is an      

important part of ordering       
a good harness.

Doing it correctly the first time will save 
time and money in the long run. 

It is very helpful to use a       
dressmaker’s tape to                     
measure your horse. 



IVC Carriage Harness Chart

• We have a PDF fillable form on our website.
• It is helpful to put the chart on a clipboard 

when you measure the horse.

• It is also helpful to have another person scribe 
for you as you take measurements.  

• Remember, other companies may ask you to 
measure your horse differently.                                   
Be sure to measure using instructions on an     
IVC Harness Measuring Chart.

• Your completed chart can be sent to 
harness@ivccarriage.com or mail it.

https://www.ivccarriage.com/pages/harness-measuring-chart
mailto:harness@ivccarriage.com
https://www.ivccarriage.com/pages/harness-measuring-chart


Some General Notes

• You can measure an existing harness, but 
measuring the actual horse is best.

• If you measure your existing harness pieces, 
measure them flat or underneath a curve
• i.e. measure inside a breast collar vs. outside 

of the breast collar.

• Measuring over a curve will add length,     
making your new harness too big.



Measurements Mirror Harness Fit

Understanding how a harness is 
supposed to fit the horse will 
help you remember how to 
measure the horse. 

For more information on that 
topic, see our other articles and 
presentations.

On the following slides, we will 
measure our mare, Angel, and 
explain how we measure.

https://www.ivccarriage.com/pages/educational-articles


Measure the Throat Latch

• Measure behind the ears, over the poll, 
under the halter. 

• Measure at the typical adjustment you 
use for your bridle throatlatch.

• Angel’s measurement is 31”.



Measure the Browband

• Measure below the ears, from the back of 
the halter to the back of the halter.
• Remember, the browband slips over the 

whole width of the crown. 

• We like to leave one finger’s width 
between the crown and the ear cartilage.  
• The halter is not pressed up against the ears.
• The tape measure does not need to be tight.

• Angel’s measurement is 16.75” (17”).



Thoughts on the Browband

• A browband is not adjustable, therefore this 
measurement needs to be fairly accurate.  

• We would rather see the browband too large 
than too small which will pull the crown into 
the back of the ears.

• The harness maker will adjust for the winker 
stays under the browband.



Measure the Bridle Length

• Measure from corner of mouth to corner 
of mouth, just behind the ears.

• Measure under the halter.

• Angel’s measurement is 41”.



What Type of Bit is Used?

• When we ask for bit information, it’s to consider 
how long the bridle cheeks need to be.

• Curb-style bits (Liverpool or Butterfly) require 
longer cheeks than Snaffle bits because they 
attach higher above the mouthpiece. (See red 
lines at right.)



Measure the Caveson

• A proper caveson (noseband) fit is two 
fingers below the cheek bone, one for 
ponies and minis.

• Measure under the halter all the way 
around the nose under the halter, 
keeping the tape level.

• Angel’s measurement is 21”.



Measure the Bridle Gullet

• A gullet strap helps keep the bridle on 
the horse.

• Measure from throatlatch to caveson 
(noseband) under the horse’s jowls.



Measure the Cheek

• The “cheek” measurement helps 
determine where the blinker (blinder) 
needs to be on the bridle and how long 
the crown should be.

• Measure from the base of the ear to the 
center of the eye.

• Angel’s measurement is 5.5”.



Measure the Neck Strap
• The neck strap holds up the breast collar.

• The breast collar should be above the point of 
the shoulder (blue) and below the windpipe 
(green).  

• You may have to palpate the horse to find the 
windpipe.

• Measure from the top of the neck in front of 
the withers to the red line and double the 
measurement.

• Angel’s measurement is 32” (16” x 2).



Measure the Breast Strap

• Measure from the middle of the chest to 
the line just behind the horse’s elbow, 
then double the measurement.

• No, the breast collar will not interfere 
with the saddle.  
• We will explain why next.

• Angel’s measurement is 39” (19.5” x 2)



Driving Saddle Placement

A harness saddle should fit 
well back from the horse’s 

withers and elbow.  

One hand’s width behind the elbow.



Measure the Girth of the Horse

• Measure the girth of the horse behind 
the horse’s withers and elbow (red line) 
where the harness saddle is supposed to 
sit.

• Measure from the middle-top of the 
horse’s back to the center-bottom of the 
horse and double the measurement.

• Angel’s measurement is 66”.



The Turnback (Backstrap)

• The turnback goes from the back of the saddle 
to the base of the tail.

• Knowing where the harness saddle is supposed 
to sit will also help to get an accurate turnback 
measurement.



Measure the Turnback

• Measure the turnback from 
behind the saddle to the base 
of the tail.  

• My finger is tucked into the 
crease formed by where the tail 
meets the buttocks.

• Angel’s measurement is 31”.



Measure the Hip Strap
• The hip strap holds up the breeching.

• The breeching should be below the point of 
the buttock (blue), but not so low as to take 
out the horse’s legs when the breeching is 
engaged.

• The red line is where the breeching sits.

• Taking the measurement too far back on 
the horse’s croup will result in the hip strap 
being too short.

• Angel’s measurement is 44” (22” x 2)



Measure the Breeching

• The breeching is another piece that 
does not have any adjustment, so the 
measurement needs to be accurate.
• Too long is better than too short.

• Measure from the center under the 
horse’s tail to the swirl on the flank and 
double the measurement.

• Angel’s measurement is 44” (22” x 2.)



Measure the Length of the Horse
• The length of the horse helps the harness 

maker add up all the other measurements 
to make sure they are accurate.  

• Measure from the center of the horse’s 
chest to the center of the horse under the 
tail (aka the “blanket measurement”).
• For longer ponies and horses, this 

measurement may need to be taken twice and 
added together. (See photos)

• Angel’s measurement is 67.5” (60” + 7.5”)

60”



Measure Your Vehicle - Cart
• The length of the shafts determines 

how long your traces need to be.
• Measure from singletree to the tip of 

the shaft (blue).

• The height of the shafts at “level” 
determines how long the tug 
bearing straps need to be on the 
saddle.
• You’ll notice that this vehicle isn’t 

“level” at the shafts to make the seat 
level (this is correct for this cart).  

• Measure from the ground to the 
bottom of the shaft at the tugs 
(green).



Measure Your Vehicle – Four-wheeler

• If your shafts are adjustable 
forward and back, measure at 
your typical adjustment for your 
trace length.
• Measure from singletree to the tip 

of the shaft (blue).

• On a four-wheeled vehicle, we 
don’t need the shaft height.



Type of Vehicle

• Noting the type of vehicle helps us 
make sure you get the parts you need.  
• If you have closed end shafts on a 

marathon vehicle, you’ll need Quick 
Release shaft tugs and shorter tug 
bearing straps.

• If you have a typical cart, you just  
need a regular harness.

• If you don’t have a vehicle, yet,     
make a note of what you plan to get.



We’re Here to Help!
info@ivccarriage.com

608-393-0598

Let Us Know If You Have Any Questions!

mailto:info@ivccarriage.com

